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Funds given to TAMU for auto-skid studies
To help save lives and keep the nation’s highways safe, the 

Federal Highway Administration has awarded $155,463 to 
TAMU. The money will he spent on road surface and skid 
studies. TAMU will also provide technical advisory services to 
the federal agency. The work will be done at the Field Test and 
Evaluation Center for Central and Southern States operated by 
TAM U s Texas Transportation Institute (TTI).

A major concern is a situation in which rock aggregate and 
cement become polished from tire wear allowing asphalt to seep 
up. The result of this condition is an extremely slick surface in 
the rain.

To avoid this, highway departments across the U.S. are using 
a standard testing device to monitor the condition of road sur
faces. Most states own and operate at least one of these units.

To insure uniform calibration of the units TTI formed the pilot

field test and evaluation center at the TAMU Research Annex in 
1971 in conjunction with the Federal Highway Administration.

“The center focuses attention on the development of a facility 
where the states can obtain technical advisory services, static 
and dynamic calibrations, and standardized services for their 
skid measurement equipment,” said J. W. Button, the center’s 
director of operations.

“It provides services for 17 states in the southern and central 
U.S., ” he said. “Each state brings its skid measurement system 
here and we calibrate it.

“We have five test surfaces on which we run the equipment at 
20, 40, and 60 miles per hour while water is sprayed in front of 
the test tire,” Button said. “The tire is then locked, forcing a 
skid, and computerized measurements are made of the condi
tion of the pavement surface. Then we correlate the difference

between the test unit and our calibrated unit.
“After all static calibrations, modifications and measurements 

were completed, the second dynamic correlation was con
ducted,” he said. “The results are presented in the form of a 
linear equation for each test speed.

“Not only are the test systems adjusted to conform to specifi
cations but the operators are informed of simple techniques that 
may be used at their home base to maintain good results,” 
Button said.

Human factors tests were also conducted on the test vehicle 
operators. The tests produced several improvements, such as 
keeping the speed indicator in the line of sight of the driver, 
better seating for body support and adequate engines and water 
tanks. Testers developed a system to hold speeds constant dur
ing tests.

Total funding for the project now exceeds $778,000.
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MORE MERCHANDISE FOR LESS MONEY!

PACE NEWSOM & MOATES, Inc. *

NUMBER ONE JEAN 
FOR BACK TO SCHOOL!
Navy, brown or burgundy 
polyester/cotton flares, all 
permanently pressed, re-en
forced at wear points! A great 
jean to match up with new 
shirts, sweaters!

SIZES 7-14

WOW, WHILE SELECTIONS ARE AVAIL
ABLE, SIZES COMPLETE ... LAYAWAY 
SPECIAL-PRICED ITEMS! PAY EM OUT 
BY SCHOOL-TIME!

SMALL DOWN PAYMENT, SMALL MONTHLY PAYMENTS 
AND NO SERVICE CHARGES!!!
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LADIES' PANTS
IN DOUBLE KNIT

Solids or patterns M
in pull-on favor- * .M
ites! Sizes 8 to 18. ®r'9*

" 6.99

Special Purchase!
BOYS' AND MENS'
U. S. KEDS

ttvZT 2V2- 3
9.99

JUNIOR STYLE 
CANVAS BAGS
Perfect jean bag! B| |y| mnk
Red, navy, brown, H l|f j& 
tan and light blue!

LADIES NO SEAM 
PLUNGING BRAS

Wear either reg- ■■ —y
ular, bare back M
or criss cross. 32- H ^ ^ Rea
36A; 32-38B; 34- |
38C. 2.59

Children's
FAMOUS BRAND 
KNIT PLAYWEAR^
First quality pre- a
mium knits! 6 to £
24 months and 2 ^jgjyppj

Bps,® 111
First quality san- jm fOORM X
dal foot super^^^ ^
stretch nylons. ^9

2 Pr. ****£%.

Women's
FAMOUS BRAND 
LEATHER SHOES
Rope trim patents m
in 5 Vi to 10 brok- M
en sizes. Hurry! Comp.

ONE SIZE FITS! 
POM POM SOCKS

All purpose bootie an
with pom-pom in V
assorted neat col-

1

303 COLLEGE AVE.

ifXfirfr—Ntxtta SteMt
Mon. - Thure. ID-8 Fri. 10-9 Sit. 10-7

JRS. PRE-WASHED 
DENIM OVERALLS

Blues get pampered in a 
very special way. Bib 
front with pockets. Sizes 
3 to 13.
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FAMOUS RED SNAP 

JEANS FOR JRS.
599

Super colors in brushed 
cotton denim. 21-28 waist 
and XXS-L lengths.

PRE-WASHED JR. 
DENIM JEANS

999
It's the rage to wash all 
the blues from stitched 
denim jeans. 3 to 15.

GIRLS' 4 to 6X 
DENIM JEANS

399

Zipper front with boxer 
back. 19 inch flare bot
toms. Blue only.

GIRLS 7 to 14 
DENIM JEANS 

599
Western style with 24" 
flare legs. Boy-cut in no
iron blue denim.

Men's 
LONG SLEEVE
CHAMBRAY

SHIRTS

If it's blue, it's 
new! Poly/cotton 
long sleeve, two 
pockets. 14^-16 Vi |

CHAMBRAY SHIRTS 
FOR BOYS

Sizes 099
8 to 18 ... . 3
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Men's
FAMOUS LEE 
H0UNDST00TH 
CHECK JEANS

Boot cut flares; 
black and white; 
brown and green 
and green and 
white. 29 to 38.

2 Ways
to Charge!

15%
OFF!

DAN RIVER
SHEETS

Machine wash 'n dry. 
Dantrel® Dan-Pres® no 
iron muslin prints. Pre
shrunk for fit!

TWIN BED
33*

FULL BED

423
KING BED

g48

276
First quality, non-aller- 
genic, mildew proof. 
Colorful floral prints 
with polyester fiberfill.

REG. 3.25 pr.
42x46" 438
REG. 3.98 pr. O

PRICES
GOOD THRU 

AUG. 2ND


